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Abstract
In this paper we presentStudierstube Workspace, an application framework which supports multiple users,
multiple applications and multiple 3D and 2D interaction contexts in an augmented environment. We develop
a design concept for collaborative working environments in virtual reality, especially the concept ofmulti-user
aware applicationsand show how our implementation fits into this concept. Implementation details and appli-
cation samples conclude the paper.
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1. Introduction

Technical progress in recent years gives reason to believe
that virtual reality (VR) has a good potential as the user in-
terface of the future. At the moment, VR applications are
usually tailored to the needs of a very specific domain, such
as a theme park ride or a virtual mock-up for design inspec-
tion. We believe that augmented reality (AR), the less ob-
trusive cousin of VR, has a better chance to become a viable
user interface for everyday applications, where a large vari-
ety of tasks has to be covered by a single system.

Studierstube22 is a a collaborative augmented reality
system allowing multiple users to gather in a room and ex-
perience the sensation of a shared virtual space that can be
populated with three-dimensional data Figure 1. Head-
tracked see-through head-mounted displays (HMDs) allow
each user to choose an individual viewpoint while retaining
full stereoscopic graphics. A two-handed pen-and-pad in-
terface, the personal interaction panel (PIP), is used to con-
trol the application28.

Studierstube is intended to be a collaborative AR user in-
terface in which a variety of tasks can be performed. Such a
user-interface is opposed to a dedicated application that is

designed for only a single purpose (e. g., a drivin
simulator19). The envisioned interface must satisfy three e
sential requirements:

Figure 1: Collaborative work in STUDIERSTUBE Work-
space:3D painting application window (focussed, middle)

object viewer window(unfocussed, lower right)
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• Augmentation: It must be applicable to a shared aug-
mented reality environment. This has two important
consequences: Firstly, the organisational principles for
the interface must be appropriate to 3D (and it is not
trivial to transfer user interface elements from 2D).
Secondly, there can be only one common three-dimen-
sional space which is shared among all participants and
imposes some spatial constraints on the interface
design.

• Collaboration: The discussed system is designed for
multiple concurrent users and must support collabora-
tive work. While the co-presence of users in the same
room allows many issues to be resolved using social
protocols, the user interface design must incorporate
appropriate “groupware” mechanisms so that technical
concurrency issues as well conflicts between users
competing for an application can be resolved.

• Multi-application: A Workspace has very much in
common with modern multi-tasking desktop GUIs. A
user should be able to interact with multiple concur-
rently executing applications in turn. To further com-
plicate requirements, multiple users must be able to
work with any desired application, and even work with
the same application (the same instance) at once.

Clearly, such a demanding set of features for a user inter-
face requires a powerful user interface metaphor that is
equally expressive in 3D as the desktop metaphor in 2D. We
propose as our metaphor a “Workspace” which can be cus-
tomized by the users for their needs. This paper gives an
analysis of the design space for collaborative AR Work-
spaces. As a result of that analysis, we present a user inter-
face design for such a Workspace that fulfils the three
requirements listed above. Finally, we discuss our prototype
implementation of a development framework for the Stud-
ierstube Workspace together with initial experiences and
observations.

2. Related work

Our Workspace design builds upon legacy knowledge from
very different fields. In the following, we list some of the
work that we consider most influential for the system pre-
sented in this paper.

Several research groups have created augmented reality
applications, either using video composition3 or see-
through HMDs12. While those systems are intended for in-
dividual users, other work has focused on building collabo-
rative augmented environments: the shared space project4

and the Studierstube system26 upon which our Workspace
approach is built.

Prominent attempts to create collaborative semi-immer-
sive settings are the CAVE™8 and the virtual
workbench18. While these systems are frequently used by
multiple simultaneous users, they are not strictly group sys-
tems: Only one “leading” user sees correct head-tracked

stereo graphics, while for the remaining users the imag
are often severely distorted. Recently, a workbench exte
sion for two users was presented1.

A different area which has inspired our design are sy
tems for collaborative work. While such groupware21 is al-
ready being integrated into commercial deskto
environments, support for collaboration in virtual environ
ments is currently an active area of research. However, m
work focuses on tools for remote collaboration in areas su
as collaborative design9,20, collaborative visualiza-
tion35,22,15and tele-meetings6,17. While such remote sys-
tems are not directly related to our approach of physical c
presence, they explore many useful ideas on how peo
collaborate.

A separate area of work are graphical user interface
The desktop metaphor that was originally conceived in th
Xerox STAR project29 is ubiquitous in today’s work envi-
ronments such as X-Windows16. The challenge lies in
bridging the gap from the widely accepted document-ce
tric 2D workstyle to a spatial 3D Workspace. While the us
of 3D makes radically new interaction styles possible7, ju-
dicious borrowing from 2D often eases the transition from
the desktop to the virtual world. In particular, there are som
attempts to organize content as well as re-use existing
developments11,10,2. In some sense, the PIP32 used in our
system also falls into that category as a container for 2D
well as 3D user interface elements. The cognitive coproce
sor architecture24 uses so-called 3D Rooms to provide mul
tiple virtual Workspaces for a user.

The most directly related approach to ours is the CRY
TAL system34 that allows a user to organize his or her wor
in 3D windows. The taxonomy in Figure 2 was originally
introduced for the CRYSTAL system, which supports mu
tiple contexts and applications, but lacks true multi-us
support. Note that “CRYSTAL in the CAVE” is not really
a multi-user application, as only one user can be active a

The Responsive
Workbench

DIVE

NPSNET

CRYSTAL

CRYSTAL in the CAVE/
on Responsive Workbench

“A Window on
Shared Virtual
Environments“

CAVE

Studierstube

Multi-context

Multi-task

Multi-user

Figure 2: Taxonomy of virtual environments
(adapted from: Tsao & Lumsden34)
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the other users are passive observers. In contrast, the Stud-
ierstube Workspace design introduced here aims at the con-
struction of a system that is scalable in all three properties.

Finally, from a software engineer’s perspective, devel-
opment frameworks for user interfaces are notoriously huge
and complex. A modular implementation as well as support
for rapid prototyping via scripting is essential. In the area of
3D user interfaces, current prominent examples with such
features that have guided our design are ALICE23, MR28,
Java3D30 and the VRML97 ISO standard5.

3. Design Analysis of the Workspace

This section attempts an analysis of the design space for a
user interface that satisfies the requirements stated in the in-
troduction, namely support for augmentation, collaboration,
and multiple applications. To illustrate our choices, we will
first describe a few example applications, that were chosen
to characterize everyday activities that users may perform
in the proposed work environment. From these examples,
general guidelines for the design of the Workspace can be
derived.
• Calculator: The calculator has a desktop-like interface

on the PIP (figure). Only one user may enter data at
one time. Results are displayed on the PIP, and so no
additional interaction or output elements are necessary.

• 3D object viewer: The 3D equivalent to an image
viewer application on a desktop is a simple object
viewer. It supports the loading and display of multiple
static objects in the Workspace. It does not support any
interaction with the displayed objects, but allows to
resize and move their representations via their sur-
rounding 3D frames. Every object is self-contained in
such a frame, and every user may move or resize it.
Only one user at a time may open a new object, but the
“object open” operation is accessible for every user.

• 3D Paint Application:Contrary to the “object viewer”
application, where one of many static 3D objects can
be manipulated only by one user at a time, a 3D paint
application should allow many users to manipulate a
shared “scratch volume” at the same time. It shall be
the equivalent to a blackboard: a space where a lot of
users may display their ideas and add or modify the
ideas of others. Each user should be able to specify his
own painting tools properties - colour, width etc. -
without modifying the painting mode of others.

• Collaborative games:A typical collaborative applica-
tion is an implementation of any multi-user (as
opposed to a solitaire) game. In a game of chess, white
and black pieces may only be moved alternating, but
every user can see the complete game state. A different
example is a war game scenario consisting of terrain
and different forces, where the (static) terrain exists as
a real miniature model on which the forces are aug-
mented. In this case all users can interact with each

other and the forces at the same time. Every user m
only move his own forces. Collaborations between di
ferent parties may result in shared access to forces a
to information on enemy territories outside of the ow
range.

• Educational demonstration:In an educational setting a
Workspace can be thought as an extension of the cla
room into virtuality. The standard setting of one pre
senter and many viewers/students is of course
collaborative one, albeit a highly asymmetrical. Exam
ples for such an asymmetry are a presentation whe
only the presenter may change parameters or a test s
ation where the teacher may see the work of each s
dent, but where students should not be able to co
each others results.

From the mentioned examples it can be seen that the sem
tics of applications in the Workspace can be vastly differen
Some applications are rather oriented towards a single u
or a group of isolated users, while others only make sen
with multiple present users. In some cases the roles of
users are symmetric, while other cases exhibit asymmet
Nevertheless, the design paradigm underlying these ap
cations can easily be summarized: Every interaction pa
should support multiple instances.

The Workspace supplies the junction point as well as
acts as an implicit “traffic control”. To perform this task, the
underlying framework has to support multiplicity in four
distinct ways:

• Multiple users:Clearly the basic requirement for a col-
laborative setting

• Multiple applications: Only the support of multiple
active applications at the same time enables a produ
tivity scenario comparable to desktop environments.

• Multiple input contexts:By input context we mean the
interaction state for input as perceived by a particul
user. The same application may present the same in
face elements - normally on the PIP - to different user
but the state of the elements (e. g., a selected colour
presented on a per-user basis. Different users then
different colours on their PIP, and a change of colou
by one user does not affect the chosen colour
another user.

• Multiple output contexts:A single application may
have more than one output context, normally repr
sented as a 3D window. These contexts may be hom
geneous (i.e. representing the same object in t
applications context, e. g., a different view of the sam
building in a CAD system), or heterogeneous (e. g.,
windows that shows attributes of an object selected
another window). Both the homogeneous and the he
erogeneous case will use multiple 3D windows t
present the different sets of information.

In the following sections we will detail how the Workspace
implements these properties.
© The Eurographics Association 1999
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4. 3D interaction elements

A 3D Workspace requires interface elements for efficient
manipulation and customization by the user7. One of our
design goals was the extension of as many 2D GUI mecha-
nisms into our VE as possible. As pointed out previously2,
there are two important reasons for this approach:

Firstly, since many 2D elements have been developed
and refined over the last years and have proven their worth,
it would be counterproductive to completely discard the
well-developed solutions for these elements.

Secondly most users are accustomed to the use of 2D
GUIs. An approach that builds upon widely accepted user
interface elements is more likely to ease the migration from
conventional desktop computing to VE Workspaces.

While we do build upon the legacy of 2D GUIs, we do
not want to impose unnecessary constraints upon our inter-
face: we use 2D techniques where they prove to be of ad-
vantage - either by the nature of the data to be input or by
the conventions associated with a specific operation - and
extend them or completely abandon them when appropriate.

4.1 2D widgets in AR

For the straightforward integration of conventional 2D in-
terface elements like buttons, sliders etc. we use PIP, a sim-
ple board with attached tracking sensor, which functions as
base for the virtual 2D interface elements (Figure 3) in two
ways: it allows the user to position the 2D interface conven-
iently using the non-dominant hand and additionally pro-
vides the necessary haptic feedback when using a slider or
button. “Floating menus” or similar virtual interfaces lack
this feedback and can therefore only be used when in the
field of view. Every application may display its own inter-
face in the form of a PIP “sheet”, which appears on the PIP
when the application is in focus. The PIP and pen are our
primary interaction devices. Both of them are tracked with
6DOF and provide the means for flexible interaction in 2D
and 3D. The PIP cannot only be used as passive base but

also as interaction and selection tool in itself. Its use as “v
tual camera” to make 3D-snapshots of the scene as wel
“fishnet” metaphor for selecting objects by sweeping
through space has been demonstrated27.

4.2 3D Windows in AR

The use of windows as abstraction and interaction metaph
for an output context is a long-time convention in 2D GUIs
It’s extension to three dimensions seems logical34 and can
be achieved quite straightforward: Using a box instead o
rectangle seems to be the easiest way of preserving the w
known properties of desktop windows when migrating int
a VE. It supplies the user with the same means of positio
ing and resizing the display area and also defines its ex
boundaries (Figure 1). Obvious differences of these 3
windows (“boxes”) to their desktop counterparts can i
many cases be resolved easily. Positioning a box by gra
bing a designated part of its geometry may of course inclu
the rotation of the window to an arbitrary orientation. Resiz
ing is achieved by grabbing a corner and repositioning
with 3DOF, thereby changing all measurements of the b
in one movement.

Differences appear in a case easily resolved in two d
mensions: overlapping display contexts. On the desktop t
is easily handled by a 2½D approach, rendering one win-
dow “on top” of another, effectively implementing a stack
ing order of windows. In three dimensions the equivale
solution would be a similar explicit order in which the win-
dows are rendered - possibly based on importance or le
recently used criteria - where each window clears the vo
ume it defines before rendering its contents. This leads to
unambiguous assignment of each point in the working vo
ume of the virtual environment to at most one box.

5. Multi-user aware applications

The proposed multiplicity of interaction paths implies som
changes in application design. Full support of all possib
interaction paths leads to some extensions to the appli
tions interface. A multi-user aware application (MUA) ha
to take into account additional information concernin
which user is interacting with it and keep user-dependent
formation. While in some cases multiple instances of si
gle-user applications are sufficient (e.g. calculator an
object viewer as described in section 3.) only a MUA ca
support a fine-grained collaborative workstyle where bo
users can interact with the application without extensiv
context switches.

While simple single-user applications shall be able
function in the Workspace without any knowledge of th
multi-user setup, a multi-user aware application has to re
ognize and support one or all of the following situations:

Figure 3: use of 2D widgets on the PIP to parame-
terize a flow visualization
© The Eurographics Association 1999
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5.1 Different internal states for each user

Depending on the applications requirements possibly exten-
sive user-context information has to be kept for each user.
Many standard operations allow different semantics when
extended to multiple users: Shall a cut-and-paste sequence
access a shared clipboard or should there be a clipboard for
every user? Is there one common or are there many individ-
ual command histories?

In these abstract cases both variations make sense and
can only be decided on a per-application or per-environ-
ment basis. The Workspace supplies all relevant user-spe-
cific information to the application program via one of its
manager classes (section 7.2) and leaves this policy deci-
sions to the application.

5.2 Multiple input foci on one 3D window

The same window receives at the “same” time input from
more than one user. While idempotent operations are possi-
ble, in many cases input from different users requests spe-
cial consideration. An example would be two “dragging”
operation at the same time. Our Workspace implementation
supplies all MUAs with all necessary information to differ-
entiate between actions executed by different users via the
3D event system (section 7.1). The application is left to de-
cide whether to support a concurrent workstyle or lock the
application when one user is already accessing it.

5.3 Multiple users input into same PIP sheet

Since the PIP as our primary input device has to be used in
MUAs too, special considerations for its behaviour are nec-
essary. Normally, every application displays all of its 2D in-
terface elements on its own “sheet” on the PIP, meaning a
combination of widgets only displayed on a users PIP when
the users inputs focus resides within the application. Since
a user can acquire an additional focus of a MUA while an-
other user is already working with it - e.g. by selecting an
output window of the application - the same PIP sheet will
appear on the PIPs of both users.

A MUA has to manage a different state of its associated
PIP sheet for every user. Since this state may be visible -
e.g. in the position of a slider - it is not sufficient to create
multiple renderings of the same sheet on different PIPs, but
also to supply each sheets instance with its own state.
Again, a Workspace manager exists which allows to distin-
guish between PIPs on a per-user basis.

6. Hardware Setup

A typical Studierstube per-user setup consists of one semi-
transparent headmounted display (HMD), one tracked pen
and one tracked PIP (Figure 1). At the moment we are using
virtual-IO i-glasses as HMD and an Ascension “Flock of
Birds” magnetic tracker. Pens and PIP have been custom

made for our setup. Rendering is done on SGI and Inte
Graph workstations, an additional Linux workstation serv
ices the magnetic tracker and distributes the tracker data
a LAN.

6.1 Personal Interaction Panel

The Personal Interaction Panel (PIP)32 consists of a
magnetic tracked pen and clipboard which contains au
mented information presented to the user by see- throu
HMDs. It allows 2D interaction and three dimensional d
rect manipulation to be done in parallel. Unlike many othe
interfaces it implements a 2D interface in 3D rather than 2
besides 3D. Using the PIP is similar to using a notebook
flat surface in the real world. Our evaluations have show
that most test persons were familiar with the interface in
very short time and found the two- handed interaction me
aphor natural and appealing.

7. Implementation

The Workspace software development environment is re
ized as a collection of C++ classes which extend the Op
Inventor (OIV) Toolkit31. The rich graphical environment
of OIV allows rapid prototyping of new interaction styles
We also use the file format of OIV to enable convenien
scripting of the properties of an application and to includ
our custom classes. A further advantage of OIV is its ava
ability on IRIX and Windows NT, which allows for some
flexibility in the selection of equipment.

OIV represents scenes using scenegraphs - directed a
clic graphs - which can not only contain geometry but als
active interaction objects.

classes
manager

Open Inventor

device I/O

3D window
system

3D event system

App.3App.2App.1

network graphics hardware

application
layer

kernel
layer

hardware
layer

API

Figure 4: Studierstube Workspace architecture
© The Eurographics Association 1999
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7.1 3D event system

Open Inventor’s event system has been extended to process
3D events, which is necessary for choreographing complex
3D interactions. Since OIV does not support 3D interaction
with 6DOF but normally projects 2D input into 3D space,
we had to implement a new 3D event class, which distrib-
utes events containing 6DOF information through the
scenegraph using bounding box information. A new class
hierarchy of 3D interaction objects allows for the easy inte-
gration of active components in a scenegraph.

These objects respond to events generated by a 6DOF in-
put device - in most cases the pen - by altering their appear-
ance, position or internal state. They can filter events
depending on user or type or “grab” an input device, redi-
recting all input to only one object.

This base classes have been subclassed for the PIP to im-
plement standard 2D widget behaviour (buttons, radiobut-
tons, sliders and dials, see figure 3). Additional features like
highlighting and flyover help are available for these wid-
gets.

The more general mechanism for full 6DOF interaction
are in most cases implemented by the Studierstube applica-
tions. This is done similar to 2D GUIs by opening a 3D win-
dow object and attaching a window callback function which
receives all events generated in the windows volume (move,
drag and click). Some commonly used types of 3D interac-
tion like move and resize of passive objects have been inte-
grated into special scenegraph components, which allow the
scripting of simple applications in OIV ASCII files.

7.2 Studierstube manager classes

The managerclass in Studierstube Workspace give ac-
cess to high-level interaction concepts. While the basic in-
teraction element classes implement widgets like sliders,
buttons or 6DOF draggers and do not depend on any inter-
action concepts besides the 3D event system (section 7.1),
these classes implement the specific Workspace concepts
like support for multiple application, multiple windows and
multiple users.

7.3 Application manager

The Workspacejob managementallows loading a new ap-
plication into Workspace and starting and stopping of appli-
cations. This function is mostly used by the application
loader sheet (section 8.1) but may be used by any applica-
tion to start a helper application like an object viewer or to
stop another application. Starting and stopping applications
has to be executed synchronously (between screen updates)
with the application, which the application manager
achieves this by sending anEXIT message via themessage
manager(section 7.6). Upon receiving this message, the ap-
plication may perform necessary clean up functions and
then exit.

7.4 Resource manager

The Workspaceresource managementimplements inquiry
and setting of Workspace and device attributes as listed
table 1.

Some of this attributes, like PIP sheets and pen geome
are obviously used by most applications, but some of the
like number of users, concern only MUAs. HMD geometr
for example is only set when an application wants to atta
augmented information to a user and HMD calibration on
is accessed by the Workspaces calibration utility.

The ability to attach active components to a PIP sheet
demonstrated in the landscaping application (section 8.6)
the form of a “fishnet” - to select by sweeping (Figure 10)
or to use it as a magic lens can be accessed via this mana

7.5 Window manager

The Workspacewindow managementimplements the crea-
tion and destruction of window objects and the setting
window attributes.

Callback functions for rendering and event processin
and extensions like “drag-and-drop” between windows ca
be specified via this manager.

The window manager furthermore manages the states
the displayed windows. The most important attributes of 3
windows are listed in table 2.

Therepresentationof a 3D window can be maximized, 3D
window, 2D window or minimized.

resource attributes

workspace dimensions,
number of users

pen associated user,
geometry

HMD associated user,
geometry,
calibration

PIP associated user,
geometry,
sheets,
active properties:
(fishnet, snapshot)

Table 1: resource attributes

window attribute content

focus on / off

title bar display on /off

representation minimized, 2D,
3D, maximized

cursor cursor geometry

Table 2: 3D window attributes
© The Eurographics Association 1999
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• Minimizedwindows are only accessible via its applica-
tion icon in the application loader and consume no
space in the working volume.

• 2D windows are displayed as a flat frame through
which the applications geometry can be seen.

• 3D (normal) window is displayed with a surrounding
frame, which allows positioning and resizing via drag-
ging of the edges respective corners.

• Maximizedwindows do not have the frame of 3D win-
dows, effectively consuming the whole display vol-
ume. Since only one application window may be
displayed in this state, maximizing forces all users to
work with the same application.

Displaying an application in a2D windowreduces space
consumption too, but still allows viewing the applications
display in realtime. All application output is still rendered in
3D, thereby generating the effect of watching it through a
“window in space” or “magic mirror”, which can be placed
like a framed picture somewhere in the Workspace. This
mechanism is very efficient when an applications output
has to be watched while working in another window. It is
implemented using our SEAM interaction element25. Inter-
action with applications in this state can only be accom-
plished via the PIP.

7.6 Message manager

The Workspaceapplication-level message passingimple-
ments a general communication mechanism between stud-
ierstube Workspace objects, mainly between applications
themselves or between applications and managers (table 3).
Systemevents implement task management and are gener-
ated by theapplication manager(section 7.3). They are
routed to special methods of the application.Windowand
applicationmessages are generated by the window manager
or another application and are passed through the specified
receiver windows window-function (section 7.5).

8. Results

This section gives a short overview of essential features
of our Studierstube Workspace implementation. We want to
show how the Workspace concept has been applied in our
VE and how standard tasks can be performed. Note that
these examples only represent a small aspect of possible sit-
uations and policies, and are presented here as demonstra-
tion of features discussed before and as proof of concept.

8.1 A sample Workspace session

The user enters the Workspace by putting on the hea
mounted display (HMD) and picking up pen and PIP. No
mally the PIP is held along an edge using the non-domina
hand. The pen is held like a real pen and allows interacti
on the PIP in a familiar pen-and-clipboard manner as we
as 3D interaction with 6DOF.

The PIP is the main mechanism for abstract interacti
in the Workspace, e.g. input of values and selection of a
stract properties as opposed to direct interaction like 3
dragging and pointing. It is not only used as application in
put device displaying the input elements of running applic
tions but also as primary control device for the Workspac
Directly accessible via short-cut corners (red and green t
angles in figures 5 & 6) are two special sheets which alwa
available, the system sheet and the application sheet.

The application sheet - selected via the green corne
functions as a simple shell and enables the user to brow
the filesystem and start Studierstube applications or swit
focus between running applications. This module has be
implemented along the lines of the familiar “file open” dia
log from desktop applications. Running applications a
shown as icons and allow explicit focus changes (Figure 5
Implicit focus change occurs when clicking into a non-fo
cused window.

The system sheet gives access to 3D window configu
tion methods. A 3D window can be switched to a max
mized, 3D, 2D or minimized representation (section 7.5
Further options like display of title bar or opaque back
ground are accessible too.

sender message

application
manager

init, exit, idle

window man-
ager

open, close, size,
move, drag&drop

application application-specific

Table 3: Workspace messages

Figure 5: application sheet on the PIP

Figure 6: system sheet on the PIP
© The Eurographics Association 1999
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8.2 Application examples

The following applications demonstrate the variety of
tasks that can be performed within the framework of our
Workspace implementation. Large parts of the relevant in-
terface appearance and behaviour have been implemented
using the predefined interaction classes, in some cases even
only by scripting inside the scene description files.

8.3 Calculator

The simplest application is this simulation of a desktop cal-
culator (figure). It has been written as a test program for 2D
interaction elements and demonstrates nicely how the PIP is
used for 2D interaction with the “button” interaction ele-
ments. This application is frequently used to instruct new
Studierstube users on the usage of the PIP. All visible ge-
ometry and most of the interaction behaviour has been de-
fined in an Open Inventor scene description file using
simple scripting in a text editor.

8.4 X-ray viewer

Almost as simple is this integration of the SEAM25 interac-
tion element in a medical simulation. The SEAM acts as a
magic lens, giving the user the ability to look under the skin
of a patient. Positioning of the lens is done by dragging its
frame over the patient, allowing a real-time cutaway view of
skin and skeleton at the same time.

Since all the positioning is done by a “dragger” interac-
tion element, the application consists only of an initializa-
tion of body and skeleton representation and the SEAM
with its frame coupled to the dragger.

8.5 3D flow visualization

Here we implemented our geometry and texture based flow
visualization technique14 in Studierstube. Parametrization
of the simulation and the visualization was done via the PIP.
Additionally SEAMs were used as “magic lenses” and
“magic boxes” to navigate inside a sparse representation of

the 3D flow and select areas where the flow should be d
picted with high detail.

Again all real-time interaction have been defined usin
the standard interaction elements and only the applicati
specific parts - simulation, visualization and animation o
the results - had to be implemented.

8.6 Landscaping

In our landscaping application27 we have integrated a vari-
ety of interface elements and methods. It is a CAD-like a
plication specifically designed for the development o
landscaping solutions in suburban environments. Simple
teractions like object placement (houses, trees) are integ
ed as well as specialized metaphors like a cable TV tool th
provides the user with X-ray vision (Figure 9). The user ca
look under the surface of the landscape representing an
land (using wireframe rendering) and uses the pen to l
wire and connect houses to a cable TV network.
Interesting here is the direct application of the PIP as 3D i
teraction device: Sweeping the PIP like a fishnet throug
the scene (Figure 10) selects all objects which we
“caught” in the motion. Furthermore the PIP can be used
a camera, taking virtual snapshots of different states of t
landscape and positioning them like notes somewhere in
Workspace. This snapshot tool allows the user to manag
collection of scenes that are viewed from different perspe
tives and in different stages of development.

8.7 3D painting application

The painting application (Figure 1) demonstrates ho
multi-user application function inside Studierstube Work
space. Upon start-up, it generates a single 3D window a
PIP sheets for every user inside the Workspace. The she
contain sliders for colour selection and brush size as well
buttons to select the brush type - spray or pen - and to cle
the blackboard.
Every user may select a colour and brush according to
needs, which is displayed as “life size” icon on his PIP

Figure 7: medical simulation: X-ray lens
Figure 8: flow visualization, area inside the lens rendered

with high detail
© The Eurographics Association 1999
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Painting is done by dragging a pen through the window. De-
pending on the selected brush type, a stream of 3D “dots” -
emulating a spray can - is generated. Equipped with this
simple interface, users are free to generate whatever three-
dimensional pointilistic art they may have in mind.

The possibilities of multi-user collaborations appeared
to most users when they inadvertently entered each others
paint volume and resulted in impressive, if abstract works
as well as in “paint fights”.

In this application the advantages of AR could clearly be
observed: since users could see each other as well as their
creations, collisions of painters or paintings could easily be
avoided (or deliberately provoked!) and collaboration on
single paintings was enhanced by gestures and discussions.

9. Conclusion

This paper has presented design guidelines and implem
tation strategies for a collaborative user interface in au
mented reality - the Workspace.

It allows multiple users to interact simultaneously with
multiple concurrently executing applications. We also in
troduce the notion of a multi-user aware application (o
MUA), which is able to deal with multiple concurrent user
at once without the need for monopolization of all syste
resources.

Studierstube Workspace has proved to stand up aga
the demands of a wide variety of applications. Many Work
space-specific task like focus changes or application loa
ing have been implemented in a way which enables users
transfer skills acquired in desktop environments into au
mented reality.

The application programmer interface - while still in its
early development phase - has enabled programmers
quickly integrate their code into the Workspace and supp
ment it with both 6DOF interaction techniques and conve
tional 2D graphical user interface elements on the PI
Since the decisions on a consistent policy regarding mu
user applications can not be done at this early stage, the
plementation of MUAs still depends heavily on explicit in
tervention on the application programmers side. Th
resulting variations in applications policy regarding user in
teraction are going to aid us in resolving this aspect for f
ture versions of the Workspace.

10. Future work

An important aspect for a natural collaboration in th
Workspace is user migration into and out of the environ
ment. It should be possible for a user to completely leave t
environment and for new users to join it. Some applicatio
(especially MUAs) may need to recognize these chang
Not only has the user context to be established or remov
the time when this happens may be crucial. The initial P
state of a user which joins an application may be consid
ably different from the one at the start of this application
The necessary message structure is going to be integrate
future releases of the message manager (section 7.6).

User-dependent access rights for visibility and intera
tion make sense in applications where an inherently asy
metrical relationship exist, as discussed in the case stu
“educational demonstration”. Their implementation via dif
ferentlayers33 is going to be included in one of our next re
leases.

Further information about this project can be found at:

http://www.cg.tuwien.ac.at/research/vr/studierstube/

Figure 9: using the PIP as “magic lens”

Figure 10: “fishnet” selecting of objects

Figure 11: taking and displaying snapshots with the
PIP
© The Eurographics Association 1999
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